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ABSTRACT2

MUSIC is a software library that provides an Application Programming Interface (API) that3
allows large-scale neuronal network applications to exchange data during runtime in a cluster4
environment. The communication between the applications is implemented through the Message5
Passing Interface (MPI). A prototype implementation of the API was released in early 20096
and supported in such simulators as NEST, Neuron and MOOSE. The earlier version of the7
library supports only a pairwise concept of communication between the processes. However,8
this implementation may not scale well for all-to-all-like connectivity in a simulation running on9
a high number of processes. This paper presents an extension of the MUSIC library with a10
new algorithm for inter-processor spike communication. The algorithm implements a collective11
concept of the MPI comminication and is based on the MPI Allgather call. This work describes12
two communication algorithms implemented in MUSIC. To give a quantitative evaluation of13
their scaling performance, MUSIC was benchmarked on an IBM Blue Gene/Q supercomputer14
(IDRIS/Babel) on up to 32 K (K is 1024) processors. Benchmarks showed a linear scaling up to15
1 K processors. MUSIC can be used in co-simulations (referred to as multi-simulation in Djurfeldt16
et al. (2010)) up to the highest tested number of processors (32 K). We found that the optimal17
choice of the algorithm depends on the topology of connectivity between the neuronal networks.18
We examined the overhead introduced through communication via MUSIC when simulating a split-19
network model using NEST simulator. We conclude that MUSIC is ready for use in large-scale20
neural network modeling.21

Keywords: MUSIC, inter-operability, co-simulation, MPI, parallel simulation, Blue Gene/Q, neuronal networks22

1 INTRODUCTION

Simulations of large scale neuronal network models need computers with high processing capacity such as23
supercomputers. The parallel nature of these machines require efficient communication algorithms between24
the processes to perform scalable and efficient computations. NEST (Bos et al., 2015), NCS (Brette et al.,25
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2007), PCSIM (Pecevski et al., 2009), NEURON (Carnevale and Hines, 2006; Hines and Carnevale, 1997)26
and STEPS (Chen and De Schutter, 2016) are neuronal simulation tools that support parallel computations27
on multiple processing nodes or supercomputers.28

Different neural simulation environments are usually tailored for a specific domain of applicability.29
The diversity of simulation tools has led to a high variety of neural models. When composing larger30
models from component models, the reuse of existing models is hampered by a lack of interoperability31
due to the multitude of languages and interfaces used by different simulators. During the development32
process some of the simulation environments have been extended for generality and support of different33
formalisms. However, the reimplementation of a model is in practice both time consuming and error prone.34
Interoperability can be facilitated in several ways. One approach is to provide a model specification in some35
standardized format which can be understood by many simulation tools. Here, we pursue the approach of36
co-simulation. Co-simulation refers to a simulation methodology that allows individual components to be37
simulated by different simulation tools running simultaneously and exchanging data during runtime.38

MUSIC (Djurfeldt et al., 2010; Djurfeldt, 2017) is a library that provides an Application Programming39
Interface (API) for applications that participate in a co-simulation. Each participating application itself can40
be a parallel simulator or another parallel tool with the capacity to produce and consume large amounts of41
data. Figure 1 illustrates a co-simulation example using MUSIC. Each co-simulation organized through the42
MUSIC interface requires a configuration file specified by the user. The configuration file lists applications43
participating in a co-simulation and also contains connectivity information. Figure 2 shows a configuration44
file for the co-simulation example in Figure 1.45

MUSIC is an MPI-based software (Gropp et al., 1999) for which the implementation of an efficient46
communication algorithm is among its top priorities. MPI offers a broad range of communication primitives47
with different synchronization rules that can vary during a runtime (Skinner, 2004). MPI supports both:48
communication between two specific processes (point-to-point) and communication among all processes in49
a specified group (collective). Collective operations usually do not scale on a high number of processes,50
that is the simulation time starts to increase linearly with the number of processes (Balaji et al., 2009b).51
However sometimes point-to-point operations are not as efficient as a concisely represented collective52
operations can be. Moreover simple algorithms based on the collective Allgather communication primitive53
can be successfully used as a baseline for comparison with more sophisticated communication algorithms54
due to its good performance in the distribution of workloads across multiple computing resources (Hines55
et al., 2011).56

Here we report about a MUSIC extension with a new communication algorithm based on the collective57
MPI Allgather call. We benchmarked MUSIC and tested its scalability on a high number of processes58
on a Blue Gene/Q supercomputer. Such benchmarks are necessary to prove that MUSIC can be used as59
technological infrastructure in scientific projects involving very large-scale simulations such as Human60
Brain Project (EU FET Flagship).61

The paper is organized as follows. In Section Materials and methods we describe the communication62
algorithms implemented in MUSIC and test models used for benchmarking on the Blue Gene/Q63
supercomputer. In Section Simulation results we present and discuss the benchmarking results. Concluding64
discussion and remarks are given in Section Discussion.65
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

MUSIC benchmarking has been performed on the Blue Gene/Q supercomputer JUQUEEN (Stephan66
and Docter, 2015). The MUSIC library source code is available from https://github.com/INCF/67
MUSIC. Two spiking neural network models have been used for benchmarking purposes. An artificial68
spiking cell network model (Hines et al., 2011) has been implemented in C++ as a standalone application.69
A microcircuit model of a visual cortical column (Wagatsuma et al., 2011) has been implemented in the70
NEST simulation environment (http://www.nest-initiative.org). Both models are available71
from the http:// repository.72

Figures 1, 6 and 7 have been produced in an open source vector graphics editor Inkscape http:73
//www.inkscape.org/. Figures 3-5 have been prepared in a UML 2 tool box Bouml 4.21 (http:74
//www.bouml.fr/).75

2.1 Communication interface76

The MUSIC API encourages modularity, that is an application does not need to know about a co-77
simulation in which it participates, for example, when and where the data has to be transferred. Figure 378
illustrates a simplified sequence of operations between Application and the MUSIC library during a spike79
initiation. Here, Application notifies MUSIC upon the occurrence of an event identified by the Global ID80
(GID=3) which is temporally stored in the MUSIC buffer. Then, each application is responsible to call the81
tick () function during which a scheduled communication is implemented by the MUSIC library (Ekeberg82
and Djurfeldt, 2009).83

2.2 Communication algorithms84

MUSIC has been extended with a new communication algorithm based on collective concepts of MPI85
communication. In addition, point-to-point algorithm has been improved for efficient spike communication86
on a massively parallel computers. The communication algorithm can be specified for each port connection87
in the MUSIC configuration file as shown on Figure 2.88

2.2.1 Event sorting89

Event sorting is used in each of the algorithms to route the spike events to the target location. MUSIC90
supports two types of routing: Tree and Table. The first type is implemented as an interval-tree where91
the routing of an occurred spike to the target is specified for an interval of spike sources indices. This92
organization is efficient if the same routing is performed for larger ranges of indices. For instance, when the93
communication is organized using one-to-one connectivity (see Section Connectivity) with global indices94
allocated sequentially over the ranks. The Table implementation represents a sorted vector of indices for95
which the routing of each spike source index has been specified. Given the initiated spike, the location can96
be retrieved with a linear complexity. In both Table and Tree organizations the routing is set up during the97
MUSIC setup phase. In our benchmarks we use Table routing in both communication algorithms.98

2.2.2 Point-to-point99

The point-to-point spike communication algorithm involves communication between two specific100
processes. Figure 4 demonstrates a sequence of operations performed by the algorithm during the101
communication step. On the sender side the asynchronous MPI Isend primitive is paired with the102
MPI Waitall call that guarantees synchronization between the processes upon the end of the tick call.103
On the receiver side the MPI ANY SOURCE tag is specified in the MPI Recv call in order to avoid a104
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source matching that may lead to a critical performance degradation with a growing queue of incoming105
messages (Balaji et al., 2008).106

The point-to-point concept of communication together with an efficient organization of the communicating107
data in the process memory allows to prepare the target buffer of events on the sender side. Given the Table108
implementation of the event sorting the target buffer is prepared with the linear complexity.109

2.2.3 Collective110

The collective spike communication algorithm involves communication among a group of processes. The111
algorithm implements two successive collective MPI calls as shown in Figure 5. First MPI Allgather is112
called to gather the data size information within the communication group. Then, MPI Allgatherv is called113
to collect the spike data.114

The processing of incoming spikes is implemented differently in the point-to-point and collective115
algorithms. In comparison with the point-to-point algorithm where each process receives already a target116
buffer of events, in the collective algorithm the whole buffer has to be looked up for the events.117

2.3 Connectivity118

We are going to study how the performance of the MUSIC communication algorithms can vary119
depending on the connectivity between two groups of neuronal networks organized in a co-simulation and120
communicating though the MUSIC library. For this purpose we introduce two parameters characterizing121
the neuronal network connectivity with the relation to the neuronal distribution between the computational122
processes. Given the placement of neurons on a regular lattice with inter-neuron distance d and making123
connections randomly within a radius r, let the structure constant of the connectivity be s = d/r. Further,124
given that we divide the grid of cells into p squares with sides of length a, simulated on p processes, we125
define the granularity constant as g = d/a.126

If we want to define the connectivity between two populations of neurons forming two groups of127
communicating processes, the following statements are true:128

• if s = 0, each process from one group communicates with each process of the other group. We refer to129
this type of connectivity as all-to-all (Figure 6a).130

• if s = 1, each process from one group communicates with a single process of the other group131

• as long as s > g, each process from one group communicates with maximum nine ranks of the other132
group (Figure 6b)133

2.4 Test models134

2.4.1 Artificial spiking cell network model135

We use an artificial spiking cell network model which benchmarks MUSIC. The model was designed to136
focus on communication performance by minimizing computation time of each artificial spiking cell. This137
model was first introduced in Kumar et al. (2010) and then used by Hines et al. (2011) to compare several138
neuronal spike exchange algorithms within the NEURON neurosimulator on a Blue Gene/P supercomputer.139

We use two configurations of the model. The first configuration has N = 2 M artificial cells (K = 1024,140
M = K2, k = 1000) and approximately C = 1 k connections per cell. The second configuration consists141
of 1/4 M cells and 10 k connections per cell. We will refer to these configurations as 1 k and 10 k142
configuration respectively. The number of connections is given by the uniform random distribution ranging143
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from C ±∆C,∆C = 50. Each artificial cell fires with an average rate of 30 Hz. The connection delay is144
set to 1 ms. Simulation is performed for 200 ms. We use a ”consecutive” distribution of cells, that is cells145
are distributed by equal portions of sequential GIDs between the processes.146

Figure 7 shows the use case with two instances of the model organized in a co-simulation using MUSIC.147
We vary the number of the model instances and the type of connectivity between these populations. In148
Section 3.1 we use two instances of the model and connect the neuronal populations in all-to-all manner.149
Here, we look at the overhead introduced by MUSIC in communication dominant co-simulations. In150
Section 3.2 we study the performance of the MUSIC algorithms with the different type of connectivity151
between the populations: all-to-all (s = 0) and point-to-point (s > g). In Section 3.4 we look at the MUSIC152
overhead in a larger co-simulation where four instances of the model is simulated.153

2.4.2 Visual cortical microcircuit model154

To study the MUSIC performance in a more realistic simulation case a model of visual cortical columns155
(Wagatsuma et al., 2011) has been chosen. Each column has been implemented by a microcircuit model156
with laminar organization described in Potjans and Diesmann (2014). The model consists of 1.125 · 105157
(80% of excitatory and 20% of inhibitory) leaky integrate-and-fire neurons with 1.125 · 104 synapses per158
neuron and is implemented in the NEST simulation environment (Bos et al., 2015).159

Here, we aim to reproduce the effect of a modification between L4 excitatory and L2/3 neurons on160
neuro dynamics as observed in Wagatsuma et al. (2011). They showed that too much increase of the161
connection probability of such projections results in bursting activity in L2/3 of the microcircuit (Figure 5A162
in Wagatsuma et al. (2011)). We build the two-column visual cortical model from two instances of a163
microcircuit model while trying to preserve the dynamics of a full-scale microcircuit model for each of164
the columns. We downscale the microcircuit model to half of its default population size to match the right165
amount of neurons per column. We perform downscaling by tuning the number of inputs to a neuron so that166
it is held roughly constant. Then, we decrease the connection probability between L4 and L2/3 excitatory167
neurons as 0.0437 → 0.0746, that is proportionally similar to the described modification. We remove168
the thalamic input projections as they are absent in Wagatsuma et al. (2011). However, after the given169
modification, an application of a given stimulus did not led to network state change as expected: the state170
remains synchronous irregular. There can be two alternatives of changes what could bring the network into171
the required state: decreasing the rate of background Poisson input or slightly tune the projection probability172
in order to change the balance between excitation and inhibition towards inhibition. We choose the latter173
and decrease the projection probability from L5 excitatory to L2/3 inhibitory neurons as 0.0755→ 0.0485.174
Figure 8 shows the responses of the constructed two-column model to the thalamic sensory input and an175
effect of increased projections probability on the neuro network dynamics.176

In Section 3.3 we look at the overhead added by MUSIC in the co-simulation of the model. We simulate177
the full microcircuit two-column model in NEST and compare the wall-clock time to the case where178
column is simulated in a separate instance of NEST connected though MUSIC.179

3 SIMULATION RESULTS

3.1 MUSIC scales linearly up to 1 K number of processes180

Figure 9 shows how the co-simulation wall-clock time is changing with an increase of total number of181
processes. We used two MUSIC communication algorithms, collective and point-to-point, and two model182
configurations, 1 k and 10 k as described in Section 2.4.1.183
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Both the collective and point-to-point algorithms scale linearly up to 1 K processes for the 10 k model.184
Co-simulations with the collective algorithm result in a two-fold faster runtime than with the point-to-point185
algorithm. This can be attributed to the relatively high overhead for packet management by MPI due to the186
large number of messages traveling in the random network that have to be routed and matched with each187
other.188

Co-simulations with the 1 k model result in a poor scalability with either of the algorithms. The decreased189
performance of the collective algorithm can at least partly be attributed to the large amount of data190
exchanged during the initiated communication. The total size of the data can reach the order of a few MiB191
per simulation time step.192

Figure 9 shows MUSIC scaling behavior up to 1 K number of processes. In other simulations MUSIC193
has been run up to 32 K number of processes.194

3.2 Algorithm efficiency is connectivity dependent195

In this section we investigate how the performance of the communication algorithms depends on the196
type of connectivity between neuronal network populations communicating though MUSIC. We study the197
performance using two instances of the 10 k artificial spiking cell network models.198

In Figure 10 we compare the performance under two connectivity conditions: s = 0 and s > g. The left199
plot of the figure shows the measured runtime using the all-to-all type of connectivity. It shows a clear200
advantage of the collective algorithm (filled markers) over the point-to-point (empty markers). The right201
figure shows a scaling performance in the co-simulation with one-to-one type of connectivity. In this case,202
the point-to-point algorithm scales up to 8 K number of processes and shows an obvious superiority over203
the collective algorithm.204

3.3 MUSIC scales together with NEST205

Figure 10 shows the results of a co-simulation of the microcircuit model where two instances of the NEST,206
each simulating one column, communicate through MUSIC in comparison with the control simulation207
where the whole two-column model is simulated in a single NEST environment. The overhead introduced208
by MUSIC was reasonable only on a low number of processes, that is when the computation still dominates209
the communication in a co-simulation. Here, the co-simulation scaling curve affirms the scaling behavior210
of the collective algorithm obtained by co-simulating the 1 k model in Figure 9.211

3.4 MUSIC adds small overhead in a larger simulation system212

MUSIC adds reasonable overhead when used to build larger systems from component models. A213
co-simulation with four interconnected applications A < − > B and C < − > D was simulated and214
compared to another co-simulation that had an extra unidirectional connection between them, that is215
A < − > B− > C < − > D. Figure 12 shows MUSIC overhead of the unidirectional connection on a216
range of processes from 512 to 4 K.217

4 DISCUSSION

The MUSIC library has been extended with a new communication algorithm. The algorithm implements218
the concept of a collective communication and is based on the MPI Allgather primitive. In this paper, we219
studied MUSIC performance on a high number of processes comparing the collective and point-to-point220
communication algorithms.221
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Our benchmarking results indicate that the collective algorithm is efficient for spike exchange between222
populations with all-to-all type of connectivity. However, this conclusion may not hold when the problem223
size increases. The implemented algorithm performs the look up over all incoming spikes for post-224
processing. This may lead to a significant advantage of the point-to-point algorithm where the events are225
sorted according to the target already on the receiver side. In the future, we plan to implement the scalable226
techniques for the collective communication, for instance, inspired by the one used in the NEST simulation227
environment (?).228

We observed a perfect scaling of both collective and point-to-point algorithms co-simulating 10 k neuronal229
network model up to 1 K number of processes. In the point-to-point algorithm the performance degradation230
can be attributed to the time taken by the usage of the MPI Waitall operation which may increase linearly231
with the number of requests passed to it (Balaji et al., 2008). Besides, computation and communication232
imbalances should be studied to a greater depth.233

In our experiments a collective communication confirmed a poor strong scaling behavior on a high234
number of processes. This can be explained by the non-scalable nature of the MPI Allgather call. One235
of the reasons can be that allgather is an accumulative operation where the total communicated data size236
increases with the system size and the time to read and process the data is non scalable. Moreover, a network237
topology on such systems as IBM Blue Gene requires the usage of a significant amount of shared hardware238
between processing units such as caches, memory and network components. This can potentially lead to239
network congestion on a high number of processes. To avoid this situation we recommend to organize240
a co-simulation in a way where the majority of communication is happening within small subgroups241
of processes rather than on a global communication scale. Given this organization the overhead of the242
intra-communication (a communication within groups) can be further optimized by explicit allocation of243
MPI ranks, that is mapping MPI process ranks to the physical topology of the utilized network (Balaji244
et al., 2009a).245

There are different non-data-communication overheads in MPI as analyzed in Balaji et al. (2008). One246
source of overhead is a basic MPI stack overhead. On the IBM Blue Gene/P system there is an underlying247
communication layer called DCMF. Hines et al. (2011) presents two efficient spike exchange methods248
exploiting the possibility of the DCMF layer. In the future we consider to implement an alternative249
algorithm based on the underlying communication layer of the IBM Blue Gene/Q system, PAMI API.250
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Figure 1. An example of a co-simulation using MUSIC. Three parallel applications, A,B, and C, are
simulated simultaneously and exchanging data during runtime. Data flows exit and enter MUSIC entities
called port, each spanning a set of processes of an application.

np=512
stoptime=0.2
[A]
binary=./a
[B]
binary=./b
[C]
binary=./c
A.out -> B.in1 [256,collective]
A.out -> C.in1 [256,point-to-point]
B.out -> C.in2 [256]
C.out -> B.in2 [256]

Figure 2. The MUSIC configuration file corresponding to the co-simulation shown in Figure 1.
The configuration file specifies three communicating applications a, b and c with application labels
A, B and C respectively. Connections between the applications are specified through the MUSIC
port entity. Each application has one output port named out. Applications B and C have two input
ports each, in1 and in2, and in1 and in2 respectively. Communication settings are specified in
square brackets for each connection. The last four lines state that each application has 256 units
available for the communication. The communication through the port connection A.out -> B.in1
is performed using collective algorithm. In the rest cases point-to-point algorithm is used. Thus the
default algorithm is point-to-point that can be also omitted in the square brackets. The co-simulation
is performed for 200 ms with 512 processes allocated for each application. Note, the number of
MPI processes can also be specified per application. For more detailed specification of the MUSIC
configuration file see (Ekeberg and Djurfeldt, 2009)
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:Application :MUSIC

(GID)   3

(t)     1.52

cell fires (3, 1.52)

tick ()

communicate

insert event (3, 1.52)

callback (data)

par

0

40

1 2 t

V

-40

-80

Cell 

GID = 3

Figure 3. The diagram represents the interaction between a parallel Application and the MUSIC library
during a spike exchange in a sequential order. When a cell fires, an event with the GID and corresponding
firing time is registered for transmission by the MUSIC library (insert event). An Application is responsible
to call the tick function at regular intervals during a simulation. This allows MUSIC to initiate the data
exchange between communicating applications (communicate) and forward the data processing upon
arrival (callback). Then the runtime control is returned back to an Application.

par

sender:MUSIC :MPI

par

loop

receiver:MUSIC :MPIreceiver:Application

[over source

processes, j]

loop

MPI_Waitall (...)

MPI_Recv (...,MPI_ANY_SOURCE,...)

callback (data)[over target

processes, i] MPI_Isend (data,..., i,...)

get data for i

Figure 4. The sequence diagram illustrates the operations performed by the point-to-point algorithm
to communicate the data between sender and receiver applications. On the sender side for each target
MPI process the stored data is retrieved and sent using non-blocking MPI Isend primitive. Thereafter
MPI Waitall is called to wait until the data will be safely handled by MPI and simulation continues. On the
receiver side MPI processes are waiting for the data to arrive without specifying the order of the source
processes (MPI ANY SOURCE tag). Upon the arrival the data is forwarded to the application handler
function (callback). Finally, when the data from all source processes is handled, simulation continues.
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par

:MUSIC :MPI :Application

MPI_Allgather (MPI::IN_PLACE,...)

MPI_Allgatherv (data)

find data

callback (data)

data size

data

Figure 5. The diagram illustrates a sequence of operations performed by the collective algorithm to
communicate the data between the processes. The data exchange is implemented in two steps. First the
data size is communicated, then the data communication takes place. Upon the event occurrence it is stored
at the pre allocated buffer that is directly used in the communication afterward. This is implemented by
specifying the MPI IN PLACE tag in the MPI Allgather call. It tells MPI that a single buffer is used in
the communication (the output buffer is equal to the input). This strategy reduces unnecessary memory
motion by both the MPI implementation and by the user. Finally, when the MPI Allgatherv call is returned
the search for the designated data is performed, the data is forwarded to an application for processing
(callback) and simulation continues.

(6a) s = 0 (all-to-all) (6b) s > g

Figure 6. Patterns of the connectivity between two populations of neurons A and B. Each population
consists of thirty six neurons distributed between four processes (p = 4). Arrows correspond to the directed
connectivity between the objects.
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Figure 7. Co-simulation of the artificial spiking cell network model using MUSIC.
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Figure 8. The influence of the increased interlaminar connection probability in the rebuilt multicolumnar
model (the reproduction of Figure 5A in Wagatsuma et al. (2011)). The two-columns of the microcircuit
model were simulated in separated instances of the NEST simulation environment and connected through
MUSIC.
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Figure 9. MUSIC strong scaling performance simulating the artificial spiking network model with two
configurations: 10 k connections per cell (left) and 1 k connections per cell (right). In total, 1/2 M and 4 M
cells were simulated. Each simulation was run on 64 nodes varying the number of MPI processes per node
from 2 to 16. Thus each MPI process had access from 8 GiB to 1 GiB of memory, respectively. The curves
show the wall-clock time for a 200 ms model simulation using the collective (circles) and point-to-point
(triangles) algorithms. The curves are presented in log-log scale with a dashed line indicating the ideal
scaling slope.
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Figure 10. MUSIC strong scaling performance using two types of connectivity: the random network
with all-to-all (left) and one-to-one type of connectivity (right). The artificial spiking network model
with 1/2 M of cells in total and 10 k connections per cell was simulated and communicated though the
MUSIC interface. The curves show the wall-clock time for a 200 ms model simulation using the collective
(triangles) and point-to-point (circles) algorithms. The curves are presented in the log-log scale. Here, we
perform each simulation with fixed number of processes per node, 16 processes per node with 1 GiB of
memory available per process, respectively.
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Figure 11. The overhead introduced by the MUSIC library in split simulation of the microcircuit model.
Two-columns of the model were simulated in a single instance of NEST (circles) and compared with a
co-simulation when each of the columns was simulated in a separated instance of NEST connected through
MUSIC (triangles). The MUSIC collective algorithm was used to communicate spikes in the co-simulation.
The total number of cores per used in a simulation ranged from 32 to 256. A dashed line indicates a
reference scaling slope in the log-log scale.
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Figure 12. The overhead added by the MUSIC library in a larger simulation system. Four instances
A,B,C,D of the 10 k model with 1 M of cells in total was used in the benchmark. The wall-clock
time of the simulation of two independent communicating pairs A < − > B and C < − > D (circles)
was compared with the wall-clock time of the A < − > B− > C < − > D (triangles) simulation where
the arrows denote the type of connection between the instances, unidirectional or bidirectional. The
bidirectional connection was specified with the all-to-all type of connectivity between the network
populations, while for the unidirectional connection we used one-to-one connectivity. The communication
between the instances was organized through the MUSIC interface. We used collective communication
algorithm for the all-to-all connectivity and point-to-point for the one-to-one connectivity. The curves are
represented in log-log scale. The simulations were performed with MUSIC revision #1019.
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